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Abstract
This paper proposes a new robust method for detecting
step and ramp edges. In our method, a n edge is defined not
as a point where the in tens it,^ changes largely, but as a region boundary based on separability of image features which
can be calculated by linear discriminant analysis. Based on
this definition of a n edge, the intensity of an edge is obtained
from tlie separability, wliich depends only on tlie shape of
an edge. This feature enables us to easily select tlie best
t,hreshold value for the extraction of an edge, our method
can be applied to color, and texture edge extraction. Experimental results have shown that this proposed niethod is
powerful enough to extract weak edges.

Image

1 Introduction
Edges are primitive features of an ililage for high level image processing. Many edge extracttion riietliods have been
proposed, most of which are mainly based on the gradient
of iniage intensity. These gradient-baed nietliods use the
smoothing filter such as a Gaussian filter for suppression
of noisell, 21. Since they blur edges, the precision for edge
localization degrades.
Recently others type of edge extraction method without
smoothing are proposed, whicli are based on the momentbased nlethod[G, 71 and robust to noise. The process of this
method however beconles very conlplex to inlprove that perforniance. Some are based on the statistical analysis of the
distribr~tionof image features, s1ic11as an iiilage intensity[b]
and a gradient of an iluage inttensity[9]inside a local region.
Since they partially use the gradient value of an image intensity, they are sensitrive to the selection of a thresliolding
parameter for a gradient value. And others model-based
methods such as [4] are also developed, which need to determine many parameters. T o study a better edge extraction
method. we have considered tlle following characteristics.
1. R.obustness to noise and diffuse edges.
2. Easy selection of the best pammet,ers, such as the
thresl~oldvalue for an edge intensit,y.
In our new method, an edge is defined not as a point
where the intensity changes rapidly, but as a region bounda r y where the features (suc11 as an image intensity) of a
local region are separated well as shown in Fig.1. Based on
this definition of an edge, an edge intensity is obtained from
Separability valne which sliows a degree of separation of the
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Figure 1: Definition an edge based on separability in a local
mask region Mwx Mh.

features. Separability depends only on the shape of an edge.
This characteristic gives our method easy selection of the
threshold parameters. Moreover our method is robust to
noise, since it is based on the statistical analysis in a local
region.
This paper is organized a s follows. Section 2 presents the
definition of Separability and the characteristic of Separability in detail. Section 3 describes an algorithm of edge
extraction. In Section 4 the quality evaluation of the performance of our method is compared with the conventional
methods in terms of FOM (Figure Of Merit[3]). The experimental results for the real images are presented.
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2.1

Basic Concepts
Definition of Separability

As shown in Fig.1 a local MwxMh region which consists
of two small regions 1 and 2. Separability 7 can be calculated by linear discrinlinant analysis with information from
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Figure 3: ( a ) Profile of an image intensity (b) Profile
Separability for (a) (Mw=G,Mh=l)

Figure 2: Changes of Sepambilit,y r )

regions 1 and 2 using the following Eqs.1-3,
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Where Pi is a feature(for example,
the intensity of an image)
Figure 4: Example of a mask configuration for pixel i
are the means of the
of a n image a t a pixel i. Pl and
image features in regions 1 and 2 respectively. is the mean
of features for the combined local region, where n l and n2
are the number of pixels in region 1 and 2 respectively. N
is the number of pixels in the conlbined region(n1
n2). 2.2 Characteristics of Separability
When UT is smaller than o ~ q, is set a t zero, where or,
limits the height of a step edge to be extracted.
Figs.2 shows such Separability q value for various intensity
The concept of separability can be applied to n~ult~iple
profiles. At an ideal step edge q is equal to 1.0, independent
features (such a9 I~ne,satrlration,stat.ist,ical feat,ures of a reof the height of the step edge (Fig.Z(a)). As the shape of
gion,etc.) by using the following Eqs.4-6.
an edge becomes smooth, q decreases as in Figs.Z(b)-(c). In
the region where thex intensity changes linearly, q is always
about 0.75 (Fig.2-(d)), independent of the gradient 0 of the
region. In the region where there is little change of intensity,
q is close to zero (Fig.2-(e)). Thus Separability q depends
only on the edge shape. Fig.3 shows the image intensity
which our method outputs for a test profile. This figure
shows that the threshold value T, for extraction edge can
be set a t a fixed value (above 0.75) for the whole ~ i x e l .If
is the mean*
the the image has some noise, i t may be smoothed by such as a
where L is the number of features.
image features k in the combined region. P k l and Pkzare 3 x 3 Median filter or T, should be set a t a lower value (for
exan~ple0.65).
t,l~emean of the image features k in regions 1 and 2.
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Figure 6: Characteristics of FOM to SNR

Figure 5: Test edge for FOM
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Algorithm of Edge Extraction

In order to extract, an edge from a given image for a pixel
i, onr method uses a set different nlasks as shown in Fig.4
which consists of for~rmasks (for 0,45,90,135 deg.). The
mask size (MwxM11) could be determined in the following
experiments. The main steps for edge ext,raction are outlined below.
1. Set, four masks a t a pixel i.
2. Calculate 71 value for each r~~a.skby using Eqs.1-3.
When UT is s~nallerthan nL, 7 is set a t zero.
3. Determine the intensity and the direction of an edge by
the mask which o n t p t ~ t sthe largest 7 anlong the four
masks.
4. Move the mask to the next pixel.
5. Threshold the edge intensity by a given t,hreshold value
(for example 0.75) to obtain an edge image.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Quality Evaluation of Robustness

where Ir, IEare the number of ideal and extracted edge
points, d ( i ) is the pixel miss distance of the ith edge detected. When the method detects all the edge points perfectly, FOM is equal to 1.0.
Fig.G shows the variation of FOMs as a function of SNR
for our method (Mw=7 and 13, Mh=7, uL2 = 30) and
the various conventional such as Sobel, Canny(Deriche's
method[5], n=1.2),the n~oment-basedmethod(5x5)[7] and
the first derivative of a G a u s s i a n ( 7 ~ 7 )with o=1.0. SNR
where a, is standard deviation of noise
is defined as
and k is the 11;Ght of a step edge.
In this case, FOM is the largest value obtained fro111
edge points extracted by nonmaxima suppression in the
perpendicular direction t,o the extracted edge and thresholding with the best threshold value. When SNR is higher
than 10, there is little difference in FOM. However, when
SNR is lower than 10, our method has a high FOM value
compared with the other methods. This means that our
method is more robust to noise than the others. Fig.7
shows the variation of FOM to diffuse edges for our method
(Mw=7,Mh=7,uL2 = 30) and the conventional methods.
The test images with noise (SNR=20) are dulled by a Gaussian filter of which the standard deviation is Sigma. When
Sigma is higher than 3, only the proposed method maintains
d the
a high FOM value and more robustness c o ~ ~ l p a r ewith
others.

The quality of our neth hod's robustness to noise and a diffuse
edge are compared with the various co~lventionalmethods
in terms of FOM (figure of merit rating factor) introduced 4.2
Threshold selection
by Pratt[3]. FOM is obtained from the edge extraction result for the simulated test edge image which consists of two Fig.S(a) shows the image profile a t the broken line shown
in Fig.10. Fig.d(b) shows the edge intensity which the
regions as shown in Fig.5.
proposed method (Mw=d,Mh=l) outputs. Fig.d(c) shows
the edge intensity which the conventional methods(the first
1
I"
1
derivative of a Gaussian with u=1.0, Sobel) ontput. Note
FOM =
(7)
?~Gz(*,,~E) 1 i d 2 ( i )
the proposed method obtains an equal intensity for the step
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Figure 7: Characteristics of FOM to diffuse edges

and ramp edges and obtains a strong intensity for edge A
(indicated by the arrow in Fig.b(a)). This gl~aranteesthe
the perforn~anceof the proposed nletl~odis not, affect.ed by
choice of the threshold value. On the other hand, the other
method obtain a different intensity for t,lle edges and obtains a weak intensity for edgeA. Thlls it requires to select
dynamically the best threshold value for each pixel. In the
worst case, it. is i~npossibleto extract weak edges if a very
low threshold value is used.
Figs.9-10 show the two different test images 512 x 512
with the iris control. Figs.11-12 show the edge intensity iniages which our method (6x3) ol~tputs.A l t l ~ o ~ ~
the
g l gray
~
level distributions are very different, our method can output
the fixed intensity of the edges. Fig.13 shows the histogram
of edge
of image intensit,y. Figs.14-15 show the l~ist~ogmms
intensity for our met,hod and the first derivat,ive of a Gaussian with u=1.0 respectivley. These results mean that the
best threshold value for edge extract,ion is not influenced
by the change of gray level due to such as a change of a n
illunlination and an iris value. If the best, t,hresl~oldvalue is
determined once, it does not need to be cl~anged.

Figure 8: ( a ) The I D intensity distribution a t the broken line in fig.10. (b) The output of our method for (a)
(Mw=8,Mh=l). (c) The output of the first derivative of a
Gaussian witha = 1.0 for (a).

out excessive edges. On the other hand, when T r is low
(20), the first derivative of a Gaussian obtains many texture edges and noise. When T r is high (50), it removes the
texture edges and noise, but in turn does not obtain the
contour edges.
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Conclusion

We have proposed a new robust method for extracting step
and ramp edges. In our method an edge is defined not as
a point where the intensity changes rapidly, but as a region
boundary based on separability of image features which can
be calclllated by linear discrin~inantanalysis. Based on this
4.3 Extraction of Weak Edges
definition, the edge intensity is obtained fro111 separability,
Fig.lG shows a t,est image which hrrs a ohject wit11 low wl~ichdepends only on the shape of an edge. Experimencontrast and many texture edges. I t is very difficult to tal resr~ltshave demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed
extract the weak contol~redges alone without any noise method. The merits of the proposed neth hod can be sumand small t,exture edges. Figs.17-19 sl~owthe edges ex- marized:
tracted from the edge intensity image whicl~the proposed
1. Robustness to noise and a diffuse edge.
n1ethod(Mw=l4.M11=7,u~~= 30), and the first derivative
t the iluage shown in
of a Gaussian wit11 n=2.0 o r ~ t p r ~for
Fig.15. In this case, the edge extract,ion consists of thresholding by T r and t l ~ i n l ~ i lby
~ gnonmaxima suppression in
the perpendicular direction to the direction of the extracted
edge. Our metl~odol,tains the excellent. cont,ollr edges with-

2. Easy selection of a best threshold value for edge extraction.
3. Ability to extract weak edges.
4. Applicability to obtain color edges, texture edge, etc.

Figure 9: Original image 512x512 pixels (F10)

Figure 11: Edge intensity image for Fig.9 (Mw=6, Mh=3,
aL2 = 30))

Figure 10: Original image 512x512 pixels (F5.6)

Figure 12: Edge intensity image for Fig.10 (using the same
parameters as in Fig. 11)
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Figure 13: Histogram of image intensity
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Figure 17: Edge image by our method (Mw=14,
uL2=30, l k 0 . 6 5 )
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Figure 14: Histograni of edge intensity by the first derivat
of a Gaussian with u = 1
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Figure 18: Edge image by the first derivative of a Gaussian
with u=2, (Tr=20)

Figure 15: Histogram of edge intensity by our method

Figure 16: Original image 512x512 pixels

Figure 19: Edge intesity image by the first derivative of a
Gaussian with u=2, (Tr=50)

